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Carbide Burs

Double Cut -    With their chisel tooth cutting pattern, double cut carbide 
burs produce small distinct granular chips instead of long 
sharp slivers. This eliminates the loading of the bur’s flutes 
and minimizes chatter. Double Cut Carbide Burs are the 
most popular, smooth cutting style burs and ideal for use 
on steel, stainless steel, alloys and exotics. 

METAL, STAINLESS

This top 10 kit contains the most essential carbide burs for general application. The
10 piece bur kit is easy to handle and portable.  Packaging is POP compatible and durable.  

TOP 10 KIT - Part Number VZKIT10

Flexovit carbide burs feature precision ground flutes. These flutes are manufactured on five axis CNC fluting machines 
resulting in precise control of tool geometry. This eliminates chatter and premature wear. 

Flexovit offers this attractive bur case, perfect for counter
top display, equipped to showcase 20 burs. The case
features a plexiglass covered front with a back key 
locked door containing a compartment for extra bur
storage. This case also has the capability to showcase
miniature burs. 

TOP 20 CARBIDE BUR DISPLAY CASE - Part Number VZDC40

Carbide Burs are rotary tools used for the removal of materials such as metal, plastic, ceramic and composites. Carbide Burs can be used for 
deburring, finishing, blending and shaping of these materials. A Carbide Bur is a cutting tool that is designed to rapidly remove material and is 
typically used in applications in which an abrasive product would not remove material as quickly. Carbide Burs rotate at high speeds that afford 
the operator the ability to manipulate and shape the material of the work piece. Some examples of where Burs are effectively used include weld 
finishing, cleaning castings, blending on aerospace components, and head porting on engines. Burs are available in many different head shapes and 
diameters that provide the operator a variety of options that ensure efficient use. 

Top 20 Display Case - Consists of the 20 most 
commonly used Double Cut Carbide Burs.  
Purchase 2 each of the TOP 20 burs listed below 
for a total of 40 burs and receive the case FREE.   

Top 20 Burs -
VF15M2, VF20R2, VA15M2, VA20R2, VC15M2, VC20R2, VL15M2, VL20T2, VG18O2, VG20R2,
VM18M2, VM20P2, VE20P2, VD20J2, VB20R2, VH20U2, VA20R5, VF20R5, VA12L1, VC12L1

Custom Top 20 -  Buy 2 each of your TOP 20 burs for a total of 40 burs and receive the case FREE.  

Top 10 Kit - Includes: 
              VF20R2, VD20J2, VC18O2, VM20P2, VA15M2
              VF20R5, VC20R2, VG20R2, VL20T2, VA20R2

* Bonus* Top 10 pre-packaged kits are offered at a discounted list price.  

Custom Top 10 Kit – Order any 10 burs at regular list price and receive the kit FREE. 

• High Productivity  • Versatility  • Durability GOOD


